Sports and urban biodiversity: a framework for achieving mutual benefits for nature and sports in cities / ed. by Diwata Hunziker

Hunziker, Diwata | International Union for Conservation of Nature
IUCN - 2020

Drawing on "Making nature’s city: a science-based framework for building urban biodiversity" by the San Francisco Estuary Institute, this guide identifies the opportunities for sports federations and sport venue owners and operato...

More information...

Mitigating biodiversity impacts of sports events / International Union for Conservation of Nature

International Union for Conservation of Nature

These guidelines focus on the often complex links between biodiversity and sport. As many sports events depend on a healthy natural environment, it is critical that the environment is not harmed. Outdoor events can have a range of...

More information...

Sport and environmental sustainability: research and strategic management / ed. by Greg Dingle... [et al.]

Dingle, Greg
Routledge - 2021

Drawing on recent work in sport studies, business and management, health, science, and law, this book offers a critical examination of the latest published research on sport and environmental sustainability. It examines how strate...

More information...
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Barcelona 92: a legacy case study / Francesc Solanellas, Alain Ferrand, Andreu Camps

This book examines the effects of the organisation of Barcelona's Olympic Games in 1992. Divided into five compelling chapters, the authors discuss issues concerning the definition of legacy, whilst also presenting new models of l...

Intangible Olympic legacies: concept, method and measurement / Vassil Girginov & Holger Preuss

This study addressed the conceptualization and measuring of intangible Olympic legacy for National Sport Federations (NSF). Using a longitudinal case study approach, from 2007 to 2019, the project examined the social interactions,...

Sport event legacy: a systematic quantitative review of literature / Alana Thomson... [et al.]

The study of sport event legacies has grown rapidly since 2000 across a number of disciplines related to planning and hosting large-scale sport events. However, to date, there have been limited attempts to systematically review an...
OGI reports in the framework of the programme "Olympic Games impact - OGI" / Lomonosov Moscow State University
Kasimov, N. S. | Lomonosov Moscow State University
Lomonosov Moscow State University. Moscow - 2010
These reports are prepared by the group of Lomonosov Moscow State University specialists headed by Academician V.A. Sadovnichiy. The work was carried out in close cooperation with a lot of organizations, ministries and agencies. T...

More information...

Every loser wins ? : leveraging an Olympic bid / Tom Bason
Bason, Tom
Manchester Metropolitan University. Manchester - 2019
This research investigates the ways in which cities leverage Olympic bids for positive outcomes.

More information...

Les retombées touristiques des Jeux Olympiques d’aujourd’hui / Jean-Loup Chappelet
Chappelet, Jean-Loup
2018
Cet article fait le point sur les retombées touristiques qui peuvent être attendues aujourd’hui de l’organisation des Jeux Olympiques sur la ville hôte et son territoire. Il montre comment des retombées touristiques positives espé...

More information...

Mitigating biodiversity impacts of new sports venues / International Union for Conservation of Nature
International Union for Conservation of Nature
Wherever a new sports venue is built, or the refurbishment of an existing venue is undertaken, it is likely that biodiversity will be affected by that development, although the significance of impacts on biodiversity – both negati...

More information...
Cost and revenue overruns of the Olympic Games 2000-2018 / Holger Preuß, Wladimir Andreff, Maike Weitzmann
Preuss, Holger | Andreff, Wladimir | Weitzmann, Maike
Springer VS. Wiesbaden - 2019
In this open access book the cost and revenue overruns of Olympic Games from Sydney 2000 to PyeongChang 2018 from eight years before the Games to Games time are investigated to provide a base for future host cities. The authors ev...

Challenges and opportunities for past and future Olympic cities = Défis et opportunités pour des villes olympiques du passé et du futur / Jean-Loup Chappelet
Chappelet, Jean-Loup
IDHEAP - 2018
Like any project – and the Games are among the largest projects that can ever be undertaken – the Games present major challenges and opportunities for a city and its country. This report systematically examines the main challenges...

The legacy of the Olympic Games from 1896-2016 : a systematic review of academic publications : working paper series / Anja Scheu and Holger Preuss
Scheu, Anja | Preuss, Holger
Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz. Mainz - 2017
The purpose of this review is to report the findings of a systematic review of literature on the legacy of Olympic Games from 1896 to 2016. The review focuses on the legacies for each Games edition as well as on the measurement of...
Mega events footprints : past, present and future = As pegadas dos megaeventos = Las huellas de los mega eventos / org. by Leonardo José Mataruna-dos-Santos... [et al.]

Mataruna-dos-Santos, Leonardo José

Engenho. Rio de Janeiro - 2017

This book is a collection of texts that symbolizes a channel between academia and/or industry experts to public or private sector managers. Diverse themes make up the work such as urban regeneration, sustainability articulations, ...
Routledge handbook of sport and legacy: meeting the challenge of major sports events / ed. by Richard Holt ... [et al.]

Holt, Richard


What remains of a great sporting spectacle after the last race is run or the final match is played? How can the vast expense of mounting such events be justified? What if there is nothing left behind or what if the legacy is neg...

Governing to maintain legacies: urban governance, policies, and the long-term impacts of the Olympics / Mark Davidson

Davidson, Mark

Clark University. [Etats-Unis] - 2015

The Olympic host city now pursues an array of legacy goals, ranging from increased sports participation rates and environmental remediation, through to widespread economic redevelopment. With the array of legacy objectives growing...

Mega-event cities: urban legacies of global sports events / ed. by Valerie Viehoff... [et al.]

Viehoff, Valerie

Ashgate. Farnham - 2015

Bringing together scholars, practitioners and policy makers, this book focuses upon the legacies sought by cities that host major sports events. It analyses how governments, the IOC and others define and measure "legacy". It also ...
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The future of sports mega-events: innovations for after the 2014 FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games = O futuro dos megaeventos esportivos: inovações pós Copa 2014 e Jogos Olím... Miragaya, Ana | Costa, Lamartine Pereira da [s.n.]. Rio de Janeiro - 2015

"The future of sports mega-events" is an innovative bilingual English/Portuguese e-book that seeks to promote scientific and technological innovation in the field of sport on the basis of the recommendations made by Olympic Agenda...

More information...

Sustainability and legacy / ed. by Geert Hendriks, Keith Gilbert, Claude Stricker

Hendriks, Geert | Keith, Gilbert | Stricker, Claude
AISTS (International Academy of Sports science and Technology). Lausanne - 2015

Sustainability and legacy are presently two of the major challenges for the sports event industry. In the past two decades, governing bodies, event organisers, cities, companies and professional sports leagues have all been reflec...

More information...

The London Olympics and urban development: the mega-event city / ed. by Gavin Poynter... [et al.]

Poynter, Gavin (1949-)

As London sought to use the Olympics to achieve an ambitious programme of urban renewal in the relatively socially deprived East London it attracted global attention and sparked debate. This book provides an in-depth study of the ...

More information...
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Olympic Games Impact Study – London 2012 / University of East London

University of East London

University of East London. London - 2008

These four reports compile impact studies from 2008 to 2015 regarding the London 2012 Summer Olympic Games conducted by the University of East London for the London Organising Committee for the Olympic Games (LOCOG). Vol. 1: Initi...

Legacy after the bid? : the impact of bidding to host Olympic Games on urban development planning / John Lauermann

Lauermann, John

[s.n.]. [Etats-Unis] - 2014

This project examines the urban development impacts of bidding to host Olympic Games. While there is a well-developed scholarship on legacy in Olympic host cities, less is known about the urban legacies of unsuccessful Olympic can...


Great Britain. Government

Cabinet Office. London - 2013

First published in 2013, this annual publication from UK Government and Mayor of London deals with the legacy and impact of the London 2012 Summer Olympics and Paralympics. Vol. 1: July 2013.- Vol. 2: Summer 2014.- Vol. 3: Summe...

The historical evolution of Olympic Games legacy / by Becca Leopkey

Leopkey, Becca

University of Ottawa. Ottawa - 2009

The following document represents the final report owed to the International Olympic Committee (IOC) as a result of receiving a 2008 Post Graduate Olympic Studies Grant. Event legacy has become a key term for bid and organizing co...